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Abstract
Connecting reading and writing, proposed by many scholars, is realized in this case study. The 30 participants in
this study are the English majors of the third year in one School of Foreign Languages in Beijing. They are
encouraged to write journals every week, based on the source text materials in their Intensive Reading class, with
the final piece as a reflective journal of their mind work in writing. All their journals written during the first 12
weeks of the whole semester are analyzed qualitatively. Analysis of their source-text-based journals shows that
they have unique ways in integrating reading and writing, and the results of the reflective journals indicate that
the participants have perceived the obvious merits of writing journals after reading. Journal writing helps them
gain a better understanding of the source text, gives them a chance to review the text, cultivates their critical
thinking abilities, and guarantees them a special opportunity to communicate with the teacher.
Keywords: connecting reading and writing, journal writing, critical thinking abilities
1. Introduction
The relationship between language by eye (reading) and language by hand (writing) has been recognized and
studied (Berninger, 2002). One of the claims is that reading is “really writing” (actively creating meaning), and
writing is “really reading” (passively finding what culture and history have inscribed in our heads), and
weakness in reading often stems from neglect of writing (Elbow, 2004). Consequently the importance of
combining reading and writing has always been emphasized and frequently discussed. Working with source texts
is one of the most challenging of all academic literacy activities for L2 writers (Cumming, 2013), and the source
text materials benefit writing in either knowledge telling or knowledge transforming (Hirvela & Du, 2013).
Studies have already found that there is a close relationship between reading, writing and critical thinking.
Scholars (Cavdar & Doe, 2012; Gao, 2013) hold the view that reading widely can improve the learners’ writing
abilities, and in the process of writing, the logical thinking abilities will be enhanced. Critical thinking abilities
include the abilities to organize “structures or elements of thought implicit in all reasoning” (Weissberg, 2013) or
the abilities to find out the problems and then to provide the solutions (Saxton et al., 2012). All the values and
competencies, like critical thinking, are socially constructed and highly situated within different disciplines
(Condon & Kelly-Riley, 2004), and the connection of reading and writing turns out to be one of the effective
means of developing the language learners’ critical thinking abilities. With their dual-identity, the student-readers
first construct their own understanding of the source text materials on different levels, and secondly the
student-writers reconstruct a new text from their own perspective, so meaning construction is the link between
reading and writing (Gebhard et al., 2013).
The integration of reading and writing is theoretically admitted but practically neglected by most language
teachers and language learners, especially in China (Mao & Kou, 2014). Here we have a distinct division of the
courses, so developing the students’ reading abilities falls on the teacher of the Reading Class and cultivating the
students’ writing abilities is naturally the task of the Writing teacher. More significantly, we Chinese students are
accustomed to accepting knowledge imparted by the teacher or the textbook (Xiao, 2004). In reading they are
easily to accept blindly the author’s ideas, and in writing they are more likely to follow certain formats. The aim
of reading, to most of them, is to complete the Reading Comprehension task accurately, and the purpose of
writing, to some of them, is to reiterate the commonly-agreed viewpoints on certain given topics. Most of them
have no momentum to find certain topics they really want to delve deep into.
How to combine reading and writing and how to cultivate the students’ independent thinking abilities frequently
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puzzled the English teachers who teach both Reading and Writing. Reading-to-write, a term taken from language
testing studies, in contrast to writing-only (Plakans, 2008; Plakans & Gebril, 2012, 2013), proves to be one of the
options. The basic procedure of this model is that the students first read some materials of the target language,
then find out the significant points, and finally state their opinions in the writing form from one perspective
(Zhang & Xi, 2012). While teaching both the courses of Intensive Reading and Academic Writing in one
university of Beijing, we find that Reading-to-write is a useful model in either the reading class or the writing
class (Li, 2014). This paper is the report of an application of the model of Reading-to-write in our Intensive
Reading Class (Advanced English), which is set for the English majors of the third year in one School of Foreign
Languages. By analyzing the students’ writing pieces after reading and their written introspections on their own
writing processes, the present paper aims to find out 1) how they integrate reading into writing; 2) how writing
facilitates reading and vice versa; and 3) what difficulties they would confront.
2. Research Design
For this course, like any other School of Foreign Languages in China, we choose the Advanced English edited by
Zhang Hanxi and Wang Lili as our textbook, which is published by Foreign Language Teaching and Research
Press. This textbook is popular in China for its wide coverage of topics, systematic arrangement of the materials,
and timely adaptation. However, we cannot finish all the texts, so among the 15 pieces of the textbook, we
studied six in the whole semester. In the past years, after we finished one text, we usually asked the students to
write one essay on the definite title the teacher gave them, and sometimes the teacher asked them to write a
summary. In this semester (August 2014-January 2015), a new teaching method is used. In class, we discuss the
background, theme, figure of speech used in the text, extending our discussion into related fields. After class, the
students are encouraged to write journals based on the source text materials as well as the topics in our class
discussion, no words limitation and no style restriction.
Journal writing is adopted because it is kind of reflective practice, and for its “structural, holistic, and
post-structural positions, respectively”, it is important in language learning (Mannion, 2001), or as Montgomery
(2001) claims, it is one effective strategy for developing the students’ reading and writing skills. Every week the
students are supposed to write freely on any self-selected topic, based on the main topics of the source texts or
the subtopics we have further discussed in class.
2.1 Participants
All the students in the class were expected and encouraged to be the participants of this study, but finally four of
them are excluded because of their frequent delay or absence of the writing. So the real participants are 30
among the 34 students attending the class. The first day of the course in the new semester, they were told of the
teacher’s plan to do a research on their writing, with the details revealed clearly at the end of the semester. The
teacher promised to share with them the research result and they felt delighted and great honored if their words
were quoted in the paper.
2.2 Data Collection
The participants are supposed to write one piece of journal every week (the first 12 weeks in a total of 16 weeks)
and hand in their journals every two weeks. No definite title is given by the teacher. All but the final piece must
be based on their reading of the source texts, with the final one being their written introspection of their journal
writing process, which will offer the teacher-researcher ample opportunities to look into their thinking of the
co-relationship between reading and writing.
2.3 Data Analysis
All the data are analyzed qualitatively. For the students’ journals based on the source texts, the journal topics are
given special attention, with our main purpose to see how the students derive a writing topic from their reading.
And for the final introspective journals, the ideas receive adequate highlight and the real merits or the possible
drawbacks of this journal writing process are our final penetration. Some words in the final pieces are quoted for
the authentic reflections of their mind work in the whole journal writing process.
3. Results
The qualitative analysis of the data, both the journals on the source texts and the journals of their introspection,
reveals some specific findings which are divided into the following categories.
3.1 The Connection between Reading and Writing
The importance of integrating source text into writing activities and its benefits for successful student-writers has
been pointed out and emphasized by Plakans and Gebrial (2013), in which the higher scores are given to those
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who absorbed the ideas of the source texts and transformed them into their writing while the lower scores are
given to those who only cited the words. We aim at the same goal in this paper. Language abilities and writing
skills, though very important in language writing, will not be focused, but how they transform the ideas into their
writing will be emphasized. Our special interest is on the students’ mind working process in connecting their
reading and writing, that is, in their reading process which aspect arouses their great interest or concern and later
how they develop their own viewpoints in their writings. Therefore, the relationship between the original topics
in the reading materials and the topics in their journal writing will be paid special attention to. The following six
articles are chosen in our class for “both the content and style of the good writing” (Mayo, 2000) and the
students only write journals on the previous five chosen texts because after we finish the last unit they are
supposed to write a reflective journal of their mind work:
Table 1. Basic information about the source texts
Number

Title

Author

Style

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

Hiroshima—the “Liveliest” City in Japan
The Trial That Rocked the World
Mark Twain—Mirror of America
Everyday Use—for Your Grandmama
No Signposts in the Sea (Excerpts)
Speech on Hitler’s Invasion of the U.S.S.R.

Jacques Danvoir
John Scopes
Noel Grove
Alice Walker
V. Sackville-West
Winston S. Churchill

Feature story
Narrative
Feature article
Short story
Novel
Political speech

Based on our chosen texts in this course, the topics of the 30 students’ journal writings are roughly divided into
four types: summary of the additional works related to the source text; further understanding of the text;
language used in the text; and their reevaluation of some commonly-talked topics. The same or similar topics are
not illustrated individually in the following charts.
3.1.1 Summary of the Additional Works
Summary is one of the commonly-used and reading-based methods in academic writing, in which the
student-writers learn to express or create a new text based on the original text, without the change of meaning
(Hood, 2008; Murray, 2013), and this transforming of the source text content into writing proves to be basic in
academic writing procedure (Hirvela & Du, 2013). Motivated and propelled by our class discussion of some
additional works by the author or the related works the teacher recommends to them, five students finish reading
the original works after class and write summaries on these additional reading materials. The novels or short
stories they read and wrote on are Dombey and Son, Benjamin Button; Growth Ring; Pride and Prejudice; The
Spirit of Chinese People; Tom Sawyer; Is He Living or Is He Dead.
In this way, they extend their reading to some related fields and enlarge their horizons. Writing drives them to
read more and reading provides them with the basic ideas for writing. So reading and writing are closely
integrated.
3.1.2 Further Understanding of the Text
Besides the few summary writings on the additional reading materials, most students write about their further
understanding of the source texts, revealing their attitudes and opinions of the original text from different
perspectives. The specific topics of their writing and the connection between the topics of their writing and those
of the source texts are as follows:
Table 2. The source texts from different perspectives
Texts

Writing Topics

Connection

Hiroshima—the “Liveliest”
City in Japan

On the Bombing of Hiroshima
Hiroshima: the City and Its People
Shame Culture
“Losing Face” in Chinese Culture

General reflection of the text
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Face Theory
The Trial That Rocked the
World
Mark Twain—Mirror of
America
Everyday Use—for Your
Grandmama

Ideas on Evolution
Understanding of the Bible
Mark Twain: the Writer and the Writing
Maggie vs Dee
Spanish Spirit (bullfighting)
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Understanding of “shame culture”
from the perspective of linguistics
Elaboration on one subtopic
Analysis of the main character
Analysis of the main characters
Elaboration on one subtopic

3.1.3 Language Used in the Text
When studying The Trial That Rocked the World, the various figures of speech arouse some students’ great
interests. One of them makes a detailed study of the rhetorical devices used in it; one takes pun as a focus to
elaborate its role in the text; one analyzes the beauty of language from a broad perspective; and another one even
ventures to analyze the relationship between language and a person’s social identity. They produce the following
pieces of writing:
Table 3. Language features in the source texts
Text

Writing Topics

Connection

The Trial That
Rocked the World

Rhetorical Devices in “The Trial That Rocked the
World”
Pun in “The Trial That Rocked the World”
The Beauty of Language
The Relationship between One’s Language and
Character

Understanding of the text
from the perspective of
rhetorical devices
Elaboration on one subtopic

3.1.4 Reevaluation of Some Common Topics
Most students prefer writing about their own emotions concerned with some extended topics. Seeing the
relationship between the mother and daughter in the story of Everyday Use—for Your Grandmama, they start to
talk about this kind of relationship in their daily life, and some of them even talk about their own
mother-daughter relationships. Some others, extending their thinking beyond the subtopics we encounter in the
source texts, begin to talk about some big topics like life, hope, money, religion, war, failure or success. The
following are their specific written topics:
Table 4. Extension of the source texts
Texts

Writing Topics

Connection

Hiroshima—the “Liveliest” City
in Japan
The Trial That Rocked the World

War and Peace

Elaboration on one subtopic

Faith and Religion
Scandal and Truth
The unfairness of law
Knowledge and Reading
Mother-daughter Relationship
Forgetting and Forgiving
Life and Money
Worries and Hopes in Life
Failure and Success
Cooperation and Pressure

Elaboration on one subtopic

Mark Twain—Mirror of America
Everyday
Use—for
Your
Grandmama
No Signposts
(Excerpts)

in

the

Sea
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From the comparison between the titles of the source texts and the topics of the students’ writing, we can see that
the original reading materials provide them with the basic ideas or clues for their writing, which evidences that
extensive reading enhances writing (Sun, 2014). We also find that writing helps them a lot in understanding
better of the original texts. Due to writing, they are impelled to read more, to understand the text in depth and
even to appreciate the text from a fresh perspective. More importantly, the integration of reading and writing
makes them think critically about some common topics which used to be taken for granted by most of them.
The modality of language output affects language learners’ cognitive performance (Grabowski, 2010). Journal
writing, based on the reading materials instead of what happened in their daily life, is a special type of language
output. To know what mental work is really involved in this unique language output, the participants’ reflective
journals will be analyzed in the following two sections. Their words will be quoted to show their views of both
the merits and the frustrations they experienced in writing journals.
3.2 The Merits of Writing Journals
Cathy is one of those who had a firm belief of the close relationship between reading and writing. “I think
writing is a process in which you explore your own ideas.” she reveals, “It is a way for you to find yourself. Only
when I’m familiar with the topic can I compose a content-abundant essay. Reading is really of great importance
to writing”. Angela also realizes that “I need to read more original works and accumulate more useful phrases” in
order to write well. She admits that she has learned a lot through writing the journal, because she “tried different
topics and found something really beneficial”. Roki says in her journal, “Writing is absolutely a good thing. We
read something and then we write something. This is a process from perception to expression.” She further
realizes that her difficulty in writing is because of her inadequate reading, “Sometimes I didn’t know how to start
a theme. My writing proficiency is low. There are no highlights in my expression. I think that all these may be
because of my lack of reading”.
All these suggest that reading is a process of input and writing is a process of output, and the importance of the
integration of these two processes is obvious (Li Jimei, 2013). Writing journals based on the source materials
requires reading or rereading which leads to learning because noticing “helps learners identify the linguistic
features they need and facilitates subsequent learning of these features” (Hanaoka, 2007).
There are still some other merits of writing. Vocabulary acquisition is one important aspect in language learning
and has received enough emphasis. Karen puts it out that “it (writing journals) can help us learn some new words
and phrases”, and she is even surprised at her own progress in self-correcting the mistakes in her writing, which
never occurs before. Besides this, Queen claims that “it gives me an opportunity to calm down and think deeply
regularly”. More importantly, Angela admits that “I gradually begin to think in English with no translation
between the two languages, which greatly improves the speed of writing”. To summarize the various merits of
writing journals, we can read Sophia’s detailed revelation on it:
Generally speaking, I think it is very useful and happy to write journals. When I write something, I care less or
even no attention to my handwriting, grammar or spelling, but I care more about my thoughts and emotions that
I am going to convey. I can express my feeling after class and simultaneously review what we have learnt.
Journal makes me fond of searching for information. In order to fulfill the assignment, I have to gather
information of the writer and something else. For example, I have finished the Color Purple and part of Tom
Sawyer. I can say that journals drive me to read.
All in all, the major benefits of writing journals can be roughly divided into the following types.
3.2.1 To Help the Students Better Understand the Source Texts
Learning to write is undoubtedly the target of most second language writers while “writing to learn” (Zhang,
2013) is proved in this study. Ellen is one of those who agree that “it (writing journals) can help us to utter our
thoughts about the text”, and Shirley proposes more clearly that “in this process, I would surely get familiar with
much more extracurricular knowledge as well as a better understanding of the whole text and the author’s
purpose”. Iris holds the same opinion that “I have to read the article in every detail to find some topics, which
made me better understand our text”. Emma provides a detailed explanation of her mind work in this whole
process:
Writing journal lets me write some English essays every week. It also lets me think more about the texts. I usually
search information on Internet, such as the story and the author’s background. I try to understand which idea the
author wants to express. During this process I can know more about the author and have a better understanding
[of the text] than before.
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3.2.2 To Help the Students Review the Text
Writing enhances reading, not only in the sense of “memorizing some new words” as Cindy mentions, but also in
terms of the necessity of a preliminary better understanding of the original text. Cathy makes it more clear that
“to write it, we must review the text first, and then write down my feeling and understanding towards it. It is a
good way for us to force ourselves to read the article, and listen carefully at class”. Carol points out the
importance in writing journals as the following:
We tend to put more emphasis of these figures of speech instead of the deep meaning of the essay. Therefore, the
habit of writing journals after finishing every essay gave me a chance to explore the main idea, the significance
and the true aim of the essay, which lead me to think more about life, war, culture, human characters and so on.
This is a good response to Thompson et al. (2013), which claims that electing and incorporating source materials
effectively into academic writing requires students not only to be familiar with the defined areas of disciplinary
content, but also be able to represent themselves through their writing as articulate and authoritative authors.
3.2.3 To Cultivate the Students’ Critical Thinking Abilities
In the context of higher education [the same for the other levels], the set of values and competencies of critical
thinking the teachers commonly attempt to promote in the students is extremely complex because they are
socially constructed and highly situated within different disciplines (Condon & Kelly-Riley, 2004). However, we
still intend to promote it, at least to encourage the participants’ independent thinking abilities in choosing the
topics. Through the students’ reflective journals, we find that they have realized the importance of thinking in the
writing process. Just as Clover claims, “If we want or need to write something, it’s inevitable that we need
thinking”, or as Vicky reveals, “Keeping journals pulls my thoughts together and tempers my mind through
practice”. Alice recalls that “writing every week helps me have a brain storm, making me know how to think”.
Candy vividly tells us in what sense writing can promote thinking:
Thinking plays an essential role in man’s life and I could not help thinking when I write an essay, which in turn
can change my attitude and opinion towards life, nature, world even people around me. Only when I begin to
compose an essay, can I understand why I should be a college student to receive higher education.
3.2.4 To Communicate Further with the Teacher
We have never thought about using writing to solidify the relationship between the teacher and the students. Tina
expresses her feelings in her journal clearly that “I can express my idea about the text which I have no chance to
say in class. It is also a good way to communicate with my teacher about my idea of the text or my life, my plan”.
Tina’s words make me realize that class communication is inadequate sometimes. For those introvert students,
whom the teacher is likely to neglect, writing journals after class gives them an opportunity for the teacher to
know their learning as well as their feeling.
While the functions of writing are emphasized by the participants in their reflective journals, there is no mention
of the functions of the source texts in their writing, which are disclosed by their writing and found by others as
shaping the writers’ opinions about the topic, providing ideas on the topic, supporting the writers’ opinions and
serving as a language source (Plakans & Gebrial, 2013).
3.3 The Students’ Frustration in Writing
Though most students have realized the importance of integrating reading and writing, those who merely take
journal writing as a task or homework have not perceived the significance of this connection. Some even feel
bored because they think that the source texts are hard to understand. This proves that source text materials
should be comprehensive to help the student-writers in their writing (Plakans & Gebrial, 2013). Some others
complain that they could write better journals if the teacher can let them write anything not only about the text.
And there are still some others who have no self-confidence of keeping it as a good habit. In a word, several
students really have complaints and doubts concerned with this type of journal writing.
3.3.1 What to Write
Among those who are troubled by writing journals, some do not know which aspect they should choose so they
have no idea of what to write. This is partly because, as Iris says in her journal, they are accustomed to writing
essays with certain topics given by the teacher. Susan talks about another reason, that is, the stories in their
textbook are really far from their life, so they are not interested in reading the stories, not mention writing on a
topic derived from it. Queen mentions when she was studying the text in class she had a lot of ideas, but she
couldn’t recall those ideas any more after one week. Shirley claims “there are so many details, many of which
can become a starting point. It is hard for me to choose one among them”. Cathy puts it more clearly in details:
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Sometimes writing is annoying for me, because I cannot find a proper topic. I know there are many choices.
News, texts or books all provide me with lots of topics. But I always prefer to choose the topics on which I can
easily find my stand. I think that I should find some topics with which I am not familiar and try to think out
something new.
From Cathy’s words, we can see that she is intensively involved in a thinking process which she herself has not
identified. This is very important in language learning, especially in cultivating the language learners’ critical
thinking abilities. That she is not satisfied with her topic choice for its shallowness just proves that she is making
a great progress.
3.3.2 How to Express the Ideas
Having decided what to write, there is still the question of how to organize the ideas and express them accurately.
As Joy worries, “Sometimes I have many ideas in my mind, but I don’t know how to show it on paper. Or even if
I have decided what to write, it might go to a wrong way in the middle.” Vicky writes quite clearly that “after I
made up my mind of what to write, there came a question of the layer of structure”. Meat thinks that her obvious
problem in writing journals is “there is no certain logic”.
How to express the ideas properly really perplexes some of the students. Maybe this is because, as Ellen says,
their English level is poor. They may express their opinions fluently in Chinese, but they cannot write many
words to express their opinions in English. Just as Zhang (2013) discovered, English writing is different from
Chinese (their native language) writing, because these second language writers have to develop a new-self and
think in a new way, which is evidenced in that “their (the student-writers) essays in Chinese are clear and cogent,
but once the ideas are rendered into English according to the original structure, the argument and points made in
support of the structure become elusive, lacking cohesion and coherence”. Candy describes her mind picture
vividly in her journal:
I often struggle to find a reasonable and natural word or sentence which serves as a transition. It is obvious that
my vocabulary is very limited. I cannot express my ideas exactly because my vocabulary limits my imagination.
The biggest obstacle for me is that I cannot express my opinion suitably in English. I have many thoughts in my
mind, but due to the lack of proper words and the so-called English logic, I invariably found that my writing was
not able to reflect the exact meaning of my mind. When I wanted to transfer it to the words, there was suddenly a
blank in my mind. That setback completely disturbed my enthusiasm of writing.
So in teaching reading, language teacher’s conscious emphasis on form as well as meaning is important. Reading
only provides the potential possibility for writing and how to write well requires the intake of both the language
proficiency and the writing skill, which usually come after persistent reading and conscious noticing (Qi, 2014).
Sometimes using reading materials as the model for writing may lead the students to conscious noticing (Chen,
2000), which is emphasized by Yang and Zhang (2010) in exploring the role of reformulation after writing and a
model text offered by a native writer in EFL students’ writing performance.
4. Conclusion
From what we discussed above we can see that all of the participants have realized the importance of connecting
reading and writing. Most of them really enjoyed the writing process, because they did not have to squeeze their
thoughts to find something to cater to a given topic, and they learned to express themselves on the topics they
really prefer. They are practicing the theory of “writing to mean” (Gebhard et al., 2013). More importantly, some
students realized that in order to make a good choice of the topic, they need to think deeply. This consequently
cultivates their critical thinking abilities.
Though the students’ language ability is not focused in this paper, we accidentally find that there is a close
relationship between the students’ language abilities and their attitudes towards journal writing. The higher-level
students are neither frustrated by the self-selection of the writing topic nor the writing. The middle-level students
do not feel it difficult to decide what to write but they are disturbed by how to write it. Those few students who
are at a relatively lower level are troubled by the choice of the writing topics, so they prefer writing on a given
topic.
The implications of this study upon language teaching can be best explicated as the following. First, the
integration of reading and writing is undoubtedly applicable in either class activities or after-class assignments.
Secondly, there exist big individual characteristics among language learners, so their learning differences should
be taken into account. Thirdly, conscious noticing on form besides meaning is also required. Fourthly, positive
assessments and sincere encouragements should be given to language learners, especially to those who are
frustrated by writing.
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